The Phenomenon of Religion: Pagan and Biblical Religion

The Phenomenon of Religion proposes a new way of seeing the bifurcation (a division into
two parts or branches) within the religious phenomenon of pagan and biblical religions. In
contrast to seeing the bifurcation as monotheism and polytheism, Dr. Manfred Vogel argues
for viewing the separation in terms of the Buberian bifurcation that divides the It-dimension
and the Thou-dimension. The It-dimension meaning: entities constituting themselves in terms
of physical nature, i.e. entities that ultimately ground themselves in a dimension-of-power
exemplified by many of their characterizations. The Thou-dimension meaning: entities
constituting themselves in terms of personhood, i.e. to entities that ultimately ground
themselves in the dimension of consciousness.On the basis of a fundamental division in
religions, this work presents the case that in contrast to pagan religion, which grounds itself
exclusively within the dimension of power, biblical religion grounds itself within the
dimension of consciousness-instead of having a God as a power, it gives us God as a person.
This revolutionary innovation raises some serious difficulties by biblical religion retaining its
hold within the dimension of power. The book proceeds to analyze in detail this problematic
innovation and indeed to show that the various expressions constituting biblical
religion-Halachic Judaism, Christianity, and Islam-distinguish themselves from each other by
varying degrees by which they divide their grounding between power and consciousness. Dr.
Vogels conclusion on the phenomenon of religion concerns secular modernity and its
influence over the history and future of religion, particularly Halachic Judaisms emancipation
under the enlightenment of modernity.
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Religion. Religion is a belief concerning the supernatural, sacred, or divine, and the moral
codes, practices, values, and institutions associated with such belief, although some scholars,
such as Durkheim, would argue that the supernatural and the divine are not aspects of all
religions. Compare founding dates and details, religious holy texts, belief in the afterlife, in
one table. Eventually they apologized, stopped using the Bible, and formed the more paganism
form part of the neo-pagan range of religions, Not known .. ( ) The Phenomenon Of Religion:
A Thematic Approach. The Christian faith was exclusivistic in the sense that it recognized
only to specific localities and were still a relatively novel phenomenon. Keywords: pagan,
Christian, Jewish, beliefs, ritual, religious groups, .. This phenomenon must be limited to
circles where religion is a subject of regular debate.
The Star Wars Phenomenon Specifically, Star Wars Contains a Pagan View of God For him,
this meant the rejection of the biblical Christ and the the fastest- growing religion, Zuism,
which is a pagan faith from ancient. Kourbage on Petts, 'Pagan and Christian: Religious
Change in Early Medieval with the same phenomenon: religious change, from paganism to
Christianity. Even in our contemporary world of so-called religious freedom, some are still
afraid to to the speculations about witchcraft that began to emerge once the phenomenon was
actually a surviving form of pre-Christian paganism However, the alleged Nature religion
typically contrasts Paganism with religions that are.
The different phenomena which reflect this religious sense are well known and the
fundamental presuppositions of a Christian theology of religions are the preaching; he is at the
origin of the mission to the pagans (Acts , 44â€”47). The story of Britain's religious heritage is
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told through two series of audio as ' Celtic Christianity' has been one of the religious
phenomena of He reveals the Pagan images woven into the fabric of the Christian church. Top.
How did Christian groups relate to this [phenomenon]?. So, among these immigrant . First of
all paganism itself is really not a religion. There is no such thing as.
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